Add numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal written methods of columnar addition where appropriate.
Estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to
a calculation.
Solve addition and subtraction two-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and
why.

add, more, plus, and, make,
altogether, total, equal to, equals,
double, most, count on, number line,
sum, tens, units, partition, addition,
column, tens boundary, hundreds
boundary , increase, vertical,
‘carry‘, expanded, compact,
thousands, hundreds, digits, inverse

Children should continue to use the Formal Column method, with numbers up to 4 digits. The
Expanded Column method can be used alongside if children show less confidence when working
with larger numbers. Children should then apply their understanding to problems with decimals (in
context of money and measures.)

Key layout points:
 One number per square
 Numbers lined up accurately in
columns
 Ruler used to draw lines

Children add from the ‘ones’ column first.
Carried digits recorded underneath the line.

Children should continue to
use the language of, “7 tens
and 9 tens make 16 tens.”
NOT, “7 and 9 make 16.”

Decimal points should be aligned accurately.
Children should continue to use their knowledge of rounding to help estimate their answers first and to
check using the inverse calculation. This should also help deepen their understanding of the relationship
between addition and subtraction.

Subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal
written methods of columnar subtraction where appropriate.
Estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a
calculation.
Solve addition and subtraction two-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and
why.

equal to, take, take away, less, minus,
subtract, leaves, distance between,
how many m o re, how many fewer /
less than, most, least, count back ,
how many left, how much less is_?
difference, count on, strategy,
partition, tens, units, exchange, decrease, hundreds, value, digit, inverse

Children use Compact Column Subtraction for four digit numbers. The Expanded Method can be used as
an interim step if required but all children should be moved into using the Compact method as soon as
possible.

They should also begin to apply their skills to measure and money
problems.

Key layout points:
 One number per square
 Numbers lined up accurately in
columns
 Ruler used to draw lines

Children should estimate their
answers first and to check using the
inverse calculation.

Children should
record
‘exchanges’
above the
original
numbers.

Decimal points
should be lined
up accurately.

Use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally, including: multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multiplying together three numbers.
Recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 x 12.
Multiply two-digit and three-digit numbers by a one-digit number using formal
written layout.
Solve problems involving multiplying and adding, including using the distributive
law to multiply two digit numbers by one digit, integer scaling problems and
harder correspondence problems such as which n objects are connected to m
objects

groups of, lots of, times, array,
altogether, multiply, count,
multiplied by, repeated addition,
column, row, commutative, sets
of, equal groups, times, _times as
big as, once, twice, three
times..., partition, grid method,
multiple, product, tens, units,
value, inverse, short multiplication

Children should build on their knowledge of multiplication from Year 3 and develop their understanding
of Formal Short Multiplication.
Children can continue to use the Expanded Method as an interim step if needed.

The three-digit number
should be partitioned
clearly.
Children need to be confident with ‘carrying’
tens in Formal addition before moving onto the
Expanded method or the Formal method.
By the end of Year 4, children should
be using Formal Short Multiplication
confidently to multiply 2 and 3 digit
numbers by a single digit.

Children should continue to
estimate their answers
first and to check using
the inverse calculation.

Use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally,
including: multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multiplying together three
numbers.

share, share equally, one
each, two each…, group,
equal groups of, lots of,
array, divide, divided by,
divided into, division,
grouping, number line, left,
left over, inverse, short
division, ‘carry‘, remainder,
multiple, divisible by, factor

Recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12
x 12.
Use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally,
including: multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multiplying together three
numbers.
Solve problems involving multiplying and adding, including using the distributive law to multiply two digit numbers by one digit, integer scaling
problems and harder correspondence problems such as which n objects
are connected to m objects.

Children should continue to use Formal Short Division with increasingly larger numbers.

Children need to be
clear about the
place value of the
numbers, but use
the vocab of ‘How
many 4s in 8?’

By the end of Year 4, children should be confident
with times tables up to
12x12 and should be able to
apply this to short division
of 2 and 3 digit numbers.

When numbers are made larger, children should first work with numbers
that will not give remainders before
moving into calculations with remainders. Once children are secure with
remainders for three digit numbers,
they are then ready to move into 4digit numbers.

Children should record a 0 above the first column if required. This will help ensure that place
value is accurate.

Children should continue to estimate their
answers first and to
check using the inverse
calculation.

